
The line Dodicigrancru Bazzara wins the award Luxury Food&Beverage Quality Awards 

2023 

 

 
 

Bazzara, with its exclusive blend Dodicigrancru, has been awarded with great pleasure the prize 

Luxury Food&Beverage Quality Awards 2023, a contest that recognises the best high-quality 

products of the food & beverage sector in Italy.  

 

The awarding ceremony took place on Monday, 6th November at Golosaria, the important 

Food&Beverage Milan event at the Fiera Milano City. The award won by Bazzara was given by 

Angelo Frigerio, publisher of Luxury Food & Beverage, and Francesco Sarno, chef of Visteria 

(Varenna, on the Como Lake) and it was collected by Cristan Gallo, Brand Manager and Silvia 

Risitano, Digital Marketing Manager of the roasting company.  

 

During the contest the best high-quality product have been selected in 11 categories, some 

examples, dry cured ham, cheeses, oils and vinegar and, of course, refined coffee.  

 

All of the products were tasted and judges by an excellence jury composed by chefs and 

professionals of the food industry in Italy. The entire jury, of which we can name some members, 

such as, Alessandro Pipero - Ristorante Pipero (Roma, RM), Andrea Berton - Ristorante Berton 

(Milano, MI), Davide Caranchini - Ristorante Materia (Cernobbio, CO) and many other famous 

chefs, had the pleasure to taste the Bazzara blend selecting it as the best product of its category. 

With the line Dodicigrancru, thus, the company gained the prize for the best selected Italian Coffee.  

 

“Knowing that such important chefs have appreciated our best product is for us a great satisfaction. 

The artisanal roasting of 12 Arabica origins, indeed, together with the refinement and the attention 

to the detail, as well as the know-how which has been transmitted through three generations, are 

just some of the elements that characterise our coffee”, these are the words of the Brand Manager 

of the company, Cristina Gallo. “Then, the most important ingredient: passion. It is not only to be 

found in the blood of the Bazzara family, but also in the entire team and, we like to think, that it can 

be perceived also in the cup at every sip”.  

 



The blend Dodicigrancru, the most known among the luxury blends by Bazzara, offers an 

incredible balance among 12 of the best Coffea Arabica in the world, included the refined Jamaica 

Blue Mountain, slowly roasted one by one following the rigorous artisanal method. It is a 100% 

gourmet Arabica coffee in which the flowery fragrances blend harmoniously in delicious exotic 

sensations. Delicate roasted almond blend with Caribbean hints and pleasant notes of tobacco, 

and a spicy aftertaste alternates with aromas that remind of orange skins covered in dark 

chocolate. A real journey through the senses which takes place in a daily luxury. The line 

Dodicigrancru is available in beans (250gr or 1Kg), ground coffee for pot and French press (250gr) 

capsules and pods.  

 

The blend awarded at the Luxury Food & Beverage Quality Awards 2023 is available at Operators 

Coffee Club in Denmark. 

 


